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Specifications for design and production of checks is proprietary information and cannot be
released, but the following information will help agencies create designs that will approximate
a final design and can then be adjusted or recreate essary to meet ANSI standards.

1) Checks should be a maximum of 4 colors.

2) Check linework should be black or a dark PMS color.

3) High contrast photographs do not work well for check backgrounds.

4) The borders of a check may print much darker than the imaging areas (everywhere else).
Left, right and bottom borders: 0.125”
Top border: 0.15”

5) The left and right borders of a check should be similar.
(Checks are printed with no bleeds and a single cut between them.)

6) Check backgrounds should be “knocked back” to about 25% of their full-strength.
(This will vary depending on the photo.)

7) After a check design has been approved by the financial institution, and it is turned over
for final adjustments, layered PhotoShop files will be required to complete request.
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